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PHOTO

The photos we share play an
important role in sharing our
brand vibe with the world.
They help set the tone, show
who we are, and serve to
inspire our revelers. When
choosing photos to share, opt
for images that reflect the
F.L.A.U.N.T. lifestyle and our
motto: Sexy. Sultry. Strong.

SOCACIZE FITNESS INC.
Oﬀicially produced photography should give an aspirational yet
approachable view of our F.L.A.U.N.T. philosophy in action,
reflecting the vibe and feel of our class experience, and
authentically representing the diversity and spirit of our community.

SOCACIZE INSTRUCTORS
Instructor photo content should feel genuine and reflect what you
love about our program, being an instructor, and living our
F.L.A.U.N.T. philosophy out loud. Your content should be created to
the best quality you are able with the resources you have available.
Let your personality shine, have fun with it, and be true to yourself
and our brand mission and values.

COLOUR
FULL COLOUR + BLACK AND WHITE
Our photo content will feature a combination of two styles of
imagery. Colour images will be vibrant with sharp focus, bright
colours, and high contrast to create a celebratory feel of joy and
excitement while visually holding true to everyday life. Black and
white images may also be used, as long as it is edited to feel fitting
with the visual content on the our website, and not in the form of
heavily stylized filters.

MAKE IT SHINE

EXAMPLE 1 - Room for improvement
The above image is beautiful, but compared to the image on
the right, it feels a bit dark. The models fade into the
background and shadows, making the image feel a bit flat.

EXAMPLE 2 - What we like to see
The photo above feels vibrant, yet balanced. Please note there is
not a drastic diﬀerence between the two images. Photos should
not be oversaturated, or so heavily contrasted, vibrant, or filtered
that they feel unnatural to the eye. Notice how this slight diﬀerence
makes the models pop from the background, but the richness of
the black background, and the overall color is still intact. In
brightening or enhancing any images, please take care to not
over-lighten skin tones.

RESPECT THE
RULE OF THIRDS
A CLASSIC GUIDE FOR COMPOSITION
The rule of thirds imagines an image being split into nine equal
sections, and placing key elements of your photo near points where
lines intersect. This does not mean you must be positioned at the
outside of every frame, but is intended to help you break free of the
tendency to place yourself or your subjects directly in the center of
every frame, adding visual interest and bringing balance to your
photographs. When a subject is looking oﬀ to the side, a good rule of
thumb is to position them so they are facing into the remaining
two-thirds of the frame, so you are giving them space to live in the
photo rather than feeling like they are about to walk out of the frame.

CONSIDER YOUR
ENVIRONMENT
MINIMIZE DISTRACTIONS AND TAKE THE SPOTLIGHT
The background of your photos can either add interest, or be a
distraction. Think about your setting and whether or not the
environment around you adds a sense of place, or adds
distraction. Notice how even though we get a clear sense of place,
the busy background has been minimized by utilizing a softer
focus, or shallow depth of field. This guides the eye to focus on the
action in the foreground. If you have a DSLR camera, you can
choose a setting with a wide aperture to achieve this eﬀect, but it
can also be done using a smartphone that has portrait mode.*
*If using portrait mode, make sure the outline of your subject is smooth, as
portrait mode can, at times, struggle to separate hair or clothing from the
background and can produce odd results.

CHANGE YOUR
PERSPECTIVE
WORK YOUR ANGLES
Perspective is the angle or direction in which a person looks at an
object. By changing up our shooting angle, we can make objects in
the foreground or background appear more or less important. This
photo, taken from a slightly lower than eye-level angle, adds
interest without being unflattering. Notice the confidence and
power this stance communicates, just by changing up the
perspective. It’s common for a novice to stand and shoot all photos
from eye-level. If you’re having a friend take a few photos for you,
encourage them to explore some alternate angles, but do not use
angles that are too extreme or tilted. It should still feel like you
could be standing in the room, looking at the subjects in the photo.

YOU BETTA WORK

SEXY. SULTRY. STRONG.
Let our motto set the tone. Remember the F.L.A.U.N.T. philosophy.
Feel good. Look good. Attitude. Unleash. Nice up yourself. Take
time for U. Living all of these principles led you to where you are
today. Honor them by honoring your SELF, and be proud of sharing
who you are with the world. Put care into looking and feeling your
your best on the days you are photographed, and your inner
beauty will radiate along with what’s on the outside. Start with a
healthy breakfast, moisturize, hydrate, do what you need to do to
look good and FEEL GOOD, turn on some music, and have FUN!

KEEP MOVING

SOCACIZE IS NOT STATIC.
The images you choose should be reflective of the movement and
energy in our classes. Posed photos serve a purpose, but you don’t
need to be frozen in position in order to get a nice shot. Candid
photos are perfect for showing the spirit of Socacize in a real and
authentic way. If shooting with a DSLR, a fast shutter speed will
help ensure a crisp, focused shot of a subject in motion. If shooting
with a cell phone, burst mode is your friend for capturing plenty of
sequential options of your subject in motion so you can choose the
frame you like best.

The above shot is acceptable, but notice how much
more life and energy the one below radiates:
.

STAY ON BRAND
Please avoid showing another
brand’s logo, especially in a
prominent fashion as seen here.

KEEP IT REAL
Avoid using too many perfectly posed photos where
models are staring directly at the camera or posed in
ways that feel unnatural, and opt for engaging shots
of people enjoying themselves. Group shots can be
posed, but should lean toward a more casual feel.
Whenever possible, aim for candid shots that capture
the vibe in action.

OTHER
WATCH
OUTS
CLEAN YOUR ROOM. LOVE, MOM
When shooting from home, before you hit record or start
snapping away, do a quick survey to check out what is in
frame. Tidy the area to minimize excess clutter that creates a
distraction, such as water bottles, food wrappers, clothing on
the bed or floor, etc. It’s okay for your space to look lived-in,
but a quick check of what’s in your shot will help minimize
distractions and keep the focus where it belongs - on you!

VIDEO

You’ve got moves and we love to
see ‘em! The best way to share
our lifestyle and philosophy is to
show it in action. Video can be
horizontal or vertical in format,
depending on where it will live.
Either way, it should be filmed in
a way that highlights you and
your moves in a way that
inspires others to join in the fun!

SOCACIZE FITNESS INC.
Oﬀicially produced video content should feel authentic and
in the moment, celebrating the beauty of all kinds of bodies in
movement. Finished videos can be edited in color or black and
white to mirror videos currently featured on the oﬀicial website.

SOCACIZE INSTRUCTORS
Instructor video content NUMBER ONE:
WHAT ARE THEY FILMING: No full class routines
YouTube: no posting on your own channel AND WHAT QUALIFIES
SOMEONE TO BE ABLE TO POST - add socacize.com to written
description and
Master Trainers and Socacize Choreographers may be able to share
some content with COMMUNICATE WITH US

The Oﬀicial Socacize logo should live in the lower right corner of all videos.
Be conscious of this placement and leave that space free of clutter.
Use red+black against light backgrounds.
Use red+white against dark backgrounds.
Leave plenty of space around the logo, keeping it away from the edge of the frame, with the same
amount of space below and to the side, as illustrated by the grey boxes to the right.
The logo must always be readable.

BUDGET
FRIENDLY
TIPS FOR
IMPROVING
PHOTO AND
VIDEO
CONTENT

Not everyone has access to a professional photographer/videographer or the
resources to produce a high-end shoot, but with a little planning and creativity, it is
still possible to obtain high-end results using the resources you do have on hand.
The more professional your output looks, the more likely people are to follow and
trust you as a legitimate resource.
Quality - One of the easiest things you can do to improve your photo quality is to
make sure you are shooting with a clean lens. This is especially important with cell
phone photography, as our phone lens often gets finger prints and other smudges
from everyday use that can cause photos to appear blurry or muted in color. Giving
your lens a quick wipe before shooting can help ensure your photos look sharp.
In general, the higher the resolution, the higher the quality.
These days, many digital cameras come with an ability to shoot 1080p full HD video
resolution. If possible, check your phone or camera settings and set to this resolution
or higher.
Check out this handy Sprout Social guide for up-to-date social media video specs.
See this post for guidance on social media image sizes.
Environment - consider what’s in the entire frame. If you’re shooting in your home, is
there clutter in the background that could be cleared in order to minimize
distractions? Is there an outdoor space nearby with plenty of room for filming? Set up
your phone or camera and check the frame to make sure distracting items are
minimized from view.

Lighting - natural light and overcast days are your friend! Sunny days are nice, but
some light cloud cover can serve to filter the harsh light of the sun, softening
shadows and minimizing the squint factor. Indoors, a simple ring light with
adjustable lighting temperature can help balance out the color of artificial lighting.
This is not required, but can be used if desired.
Equipment - use of extra equipment is not required, but can help improve your
photo and video content you shoot on your own. A tripods can be used for added
stability, allowing for more control in setting up your shot. Tracking devices such as

Positioning - make sure you are prominently featured in the frame. You want to be
far enough away that we can clearly see your full range of movement, but don’t want
to be so far away that you look tiny within the frame and feel like more of a
background element. Don’t be afraid to step closer to the camera so we can see you
clearly and feel like we are right there with you.

